- Outstanding ride
- Improved handling
- Reduced maintenance

Designed specifically for the Hino XL chassis, COMFORT AIR® rear air suspension delivers outstanding driver comfort along with exceptional handling characteristics. Using advanced spring technology from Hendrickson, COMFORT AIR’s main support member has a kicked in tail allowing for the removal of the cross channel and lower shock brackets. This helps to provide reduced weight, a softer ride and greater protection from the effects of road shock on your chassis, equipment, and driver.

To learn more about COMFORT AIR, call 855.743.3733 or visit www.hendrickson-intl.com
40,000 lb. Capacity COMFORT AIR® for Hino XL Series

**Reduced Maintenance**
- Durable pivot bushing connection provides quiet operation and helps extend suspension service life
- Rubber bushings require no lubrication
- Reduced road shock and vibration to vehicle extends service life of cab, chassis and body equipment

**Kicked-In Main Support Member**
- Eliminates cross-channel, reducing weight and part complexity

**Height Control Valve**
- Fast acting HCV maintains precise ride height control through changing road surfaces, loads and driving conditions

**Stability and Handling**
- Front portion of springs and axle form box-shaped geometry for additional stability and handling

**Superior Ride**
- Extended-length main support member generates lower spring rate for optimized roll stiffness, providing a more comfortable and compliant ride

**QUIK-ALIGN®**
- Pivot bolt connections reduce maintenance time by offering a fast and easy method to adjust and set alignment without shims

**Air Spring**
- Adjusts to changing load conditions to deliver superior ride quality

**Shock Absorber**
- Tuned for optimum damping characteristics to provide maximum driving comfort

---

Actual product performance may vary depending upon vehicle configuration, operation, service and other factors. All applications must comply with applicable Hendrickson specifications and must be approved by the respective vehicle manufacturer with the vehicle in its original, as-built configuration. Contact Hendrickson for additional details regarding specifications, applications, capacities, and operation, service and maintenance instructions.

Call your Hino truck dealer or Hendrickson at **630.910.2800** or **855.RIDERED (743.3733)** for additional information.